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Fusing Artificial and Human 
Intelligence to Build a High-
Performance Sales Workforce

Problem We are Solving 
| The Flyvheel Impact

Metrics

The Process of Candidate Selection

Customer Testimonials

Delivering Intelligent, Automated, and 
Accelerated Sales Hiring

Flyvheel employs an intelligent system to build a 
skilled, high-performing team in a flash to give you 
a competitive edge.

Our Clients

Employee recruitment is an integrated process that ensures workplace diversity, along with 
talent acquisition and talent management. Flyvheel employs a four-step AI-driven hiring 
process to build a high-performance sales team.

Though I had my doubts initially, talking 
to Ritvik cleared the air, so I decided to 
jump in for a pilot run. After running a 
single campaign, we onboarded two 
employees in less than a month, and 
this is not even the best part. We only 
had to spend approximately 10% of the 
typical recruitment agency fee while 
contributing only 20% to the entire 
recruitment process. Flyvheel took the 
responsibility and landed the bird for 
me like a pro. A great alternative to 
working with high-cost recruitment 
agencies! 

Rajesh Elumalai
Co-Founder & CEO, Growsmart
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Improve Conversions 
(2% to 20%)
Our rapid sourcing combined with a 
smart rating system fosters handpicking 
meritorious candidates for your company, 
thus improving the conversion rate.

Reduce Time 
(16 to 7 man-hours)
Flyvheel takes control of sourcing 
candidates and employs AI-enabled 
resume screening, thus spring boarding 
the hiring process straight to interviews 
for businesses.

Reduce Cost 
(up to 80%)
Flyvheel charges reasonably for a 
recommendation of 10 reliable leads 
against a commission of >8.33%.

Sourcing

We source candidates from authentic 
job boards and internal databases.

Screening

We screen the candidates via video 
interviews and shortlist them as per 
requirements.

Rating

We rate the candidates as per the 
requirement with in-built AI algorithm 
powered tools, set according to 
predetermined parameters.

Delivering

We then share a list of the 10 most 
relevant leads ready to be 
interviewed for hiring.

Interviewing

You conduct interviews from our 
curated list to find the right fitment 
for your organization.

Name
Designation
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Flyvheel Features
Flyvheel administers the sales recruitment drives and connects you to credible candidates 
who can maximise your business efficiency. Our system enables large-scale hiring while 
combating recruitment bias, with a process built for optimal sourcing and screening. 

Our Team

Smart Rating Smart Hiring 
Communicator RaaS

Flyvheel uses an intelligent rating 
system built with AI-enabled analysis, 
backed up by large scale 
industry-relevant data to set 
recruitment parameters.

It automates the communication 
process to interact and engage with 
interested candidates powering large 
scale hiring.

Working on the principles of 
Recruitment-as-a-Service, Flyvheel 
improves candidate discovery, 
screening, and recruitment.

Flyvheel makes the hiring process of 
your sales team a breeze. Starting 
directly from the final screening 
process, we substantially saved time 
and cost. Flyvheel helped us to hire 
best-fit candidates and accelerate 
the hiring process. Their team 
understood our requirements 
perfectly and suggested the profiles 
that filled the gaps and delivered. 
Thanks a lot, team Flyvheel. 

Shiladitya Malik
Chief Business Officer, SmartWinnr

I connected with Flyvheel for my 
recruitment needs and was impressed 
by their fast turnaround time. With 
their smooth and efficiently managed 
hiring process, we onboarded two 
recruits in just a week. Their quick video 
interviewing process gave me a 
headstart in the selection process. 
Definitely the first choice for more 
additions to my team! Thanks a ton! - 
Flyvheel.  

Mansi Awadhani
Founder, Wizkids Carnival
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